E-NEWS Bulletin
Sunderbans mangrove trees losing capacity to absorb CO 2 : Study
Kolkata: The vast mangrove forest in the Sunderbans is fast losing its capacity to absorb carbon dioxide, one of the
main greenhouse gases. Read More
(Times of India | Aug 4, 2014)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Sunderbans-mangrove-trees-losing-capacity-to-absorb-CO2Study/articleshow/39602458.cms

‘Mining, biotic pressure led to loss of tree cover in Rajasthan’
Jaipur: There has been a slow but steady deforestation in the state converting areas categorised as moderately
dense forest (MDF) into open forest (OF). Read More
(Times of India | Aug 6, 2014)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Mining-biotic-pressure-led-to-loss-of-tree-cover-in-Rajasthan/articleshow/39721784.cms

Basic countries to discuss climate change today
New Delhi: Representatives of BASIC countries, Brazil, South Africa, India and China will meet here on Thursday to
chalk out common ground on crucial issues ahead of the climate change. Read More
(Times of India | Aug 7, 2014)
Source:http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/global-warming/BASIC-countries-to-discuss-climate-change-today/articleshow/39776690.cms

70 students hospitalized after gas leak from kerala factory
Kerala: Around 70 students of a school hospitalized after suspected gas leak in kerala Minerals & Metals Ltd.
Read More

(Times of India | Aug 7, 2014)

Source:http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/students-hospitalised-after-gas-leak-from-kerala-factory/1/375990.html

Eight hurt in accident at NTPC korba plant
Jaipur: In yet another industrial accident, eight people including two engineers were injured following the release of
ash from a boiler at the National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC). Read More
(Times of India | Aug 7, 2014)
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Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/raipur/Eight-hurt-in-accident-at-NTPC-Korba-plant/articleshow/39818989.cms

Power up : Graveyards to get biogas plants
Chennai: With residents in several neighbor hoods up in arms against setting up of biogas power plants in their
localities, Chennai Corporation has now sought recourse in the silence of the dead. Read More (Times of India | Aug 8, 2014)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/developmental-issues/Power-up-Graveyards-to-get-biogas-plants/articleshow/39849366.cms
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. Read More

(Divyabhaskar | Aug 8, 2014)

Source: http://www.divyabhaskar.co.in//article-ep/UGUJ-MEH-boiler-exploding-pulp-factory-one-killed-and-11-injured-4706197-PHO.html
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. Read More

(Gujarat Samachar | Aug 18, 2014)

Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/high-quality-petrol-and-diesel-will-make-from-the-waste-plastic

Industrial waste monitoring to go online soon
New Delhi: After launching online green clearance systems for industrial and infrastructure projects, the government
is now keen to kick-start a similar system to strictly monitor treatment of industrial waste - both effluents and
emissions - by March 31 next year. Read More
(Times of India | Aug 22, 2014)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Industrial-waste-monitoring-to-go-online-soon/articleshow/40637063.cms
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(Gujarat Samachar | Aug 25, 2014)

Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/blast-in-savali-factory-4-injured

45-year old worker killed in industrial blast in tiruvallur
A 45-year-old worker died at a chemical manufacturing unit in Kakkalur Industrial Estate in Tiruvallur, following a
blast at the reactor alittle past 10 a.m. on Sunday morning. Read More
(Times of India | Aug 25, 2014)
Source: http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/chennai/chen-crime/45yearold-worker-killed-in-industrial-blast-in-tiruvallur/article6347503.ece

